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Abstract. Recently there has been a shift in emphasis from interface usability to 
interface appeal. Very few studies, however, have examined the link between 
usability and appeal and evidence regarding the direction of the relationship be-
tween the two remains equivocal. This paper examines the nature of the rela-
tionships between the usability and aesthetic appeal of icons. The findings from 
three studies presented here show evidence, not only for the symbiotic relation-
ship between aesthetic preference and performance, but also for the possible 
causal links between the two. The implications of these findings for interface 
design and theoretical explanations of usability are discussed. 
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1   Introduction 

Hassenzahl & Tractinsky [1] recently pointed out that ‘user experience’, a term which 
previously would have referred exclusively to the usability of an interface, has broad-
ened over the last decade to include our affective response to the interface.  They note 
that ‘as technology matured, interactive products became not only more useful and 
usable, but also fashionable, fascinating things to desire’ (p. 91).  As a result of this 
change in focus, research examining the ways in which the appeal of interface can be 
enhanced has flourished [e.g. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].  Despite the growing 
recognition that enhancing the aesthetic appeal of an interface may be just as impor-
tant as improving its usability, the nature of the relationship between measures of 
usability (e.g. accuracy and response time) and appeal is poorly understood.  In this 
paper we argue that knowing more about the nature of this relationship is important if 
we are to optimize the working relationship between usability and appeal in order to 
give added value and enhance interface design in a new way.   

Research has already shown that usability and appeal are inter-related in a general 
way. Kuroso & Kashimura [13] found that more aesthetically pleasing designs for an 
automated teller machine were perceived to be more usable.  This finding has since 
been replicated by Tractinsky and his colleagues who on the basis of their results put 
forward the idea that ‘what is beautiful is usable’ [10, 14].  Hassenzahl’s [6] research, 
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however, challenged this assumption.  When he examined the perceived usability of 
MP3-player skins, he found that perceived usability became a strong determinant of 
goodness (i.e. satisfaction), particularly after the skins had been used for some time.  
This raises the possibility that our experience of a usable system affects our percep-
tions of its appeal - that ‘what is usable is beautiful’. However, it is worth noting that 
Hassenzahl also drew a distinction between ‘goodness’, ‘beauty’ and ‘hedonic attrib-
utes’, each of which had slightly different relationships with perceived usability.  
What these findings suggest is that the relationships between usability and aesthetics 
may be a bi-directional one.  However, this hypothesis has not yet been tested. 

In studies examining aesthetic appeal the choice of stimulus is important.  Some 
earlier researchers advocated the use of works of art or photographs since, they ar-
gued, this provided greater ecological validity [15] Others advocated a much more 
experimental approach using novel stimuli with no pre-existing or obvious emotional 
valence, maintaining that the use of such stimuli ensured greater experimental validity 
[16].  More recently research has attempted to combine both bottom-up and top-down 
approaches [17] and use stimuli which are experimentally tractable while being ecol-
ogically valid [e.g., 5, 18].  In the studies which we report here icons were used as 
stimuli.  This is for two reasons.  Firstly, icons form a communicative substrate for a 
wide variety of interfaces.  Secondly, as experimental stimuli they are easily con-
trolled and manipulated, not least because their characteristics have been identified 
and measured [19, 20].  Moreover, the effects of icon characteristics on performance 
are already well known [e.g., 21, 22]. 

The three studies reported below demonstrate the complex nature of the relation-
ship between usability (performance) and appeal which is emerging from our labora-
tory. In the first study, the nature of the relationships between icon characteristics, 
user performance and aesthetic appeal are examined.  The second shows that aesthetic 
appeal can influence performance (what is beautiful is usable?) and finally the third 
study shows that our habitual ways of dealing with stimuli influences our perceptions 
of appeal (what is usable is beautiful?).  The theoretical and practical implications of 
these findings are then discussed.  The term aesthetic appeal is used when partici-
pants’ ratings of appeal are the data being considered and preference is used when 
dealing with participants’ choices between stimuli.   

2   Study 1: Examination of Parallels between Performance and 
Appeal 

2.1   User Performance 

The effects of visual complexity, concreteness and familiarity of icons on user per-
formance are well documented and are as follows:- 

   (i) Users are able to search more quickly for simple, rather than complex, icons in 
interface arrays (c.f. Figure 1 b and c with d and h) [22, 23, 24]. This is not sur-
prising given what we know about visual search more generally [25]. 

  (ii) Concrete icons can be interpreted more accurately and quickly, particularly when 
we are learning a new interface (c.f. Figure 1 a and b with c and d) [26, 27]. This 
is because we can use our knowledge of the everyday world and objects to  
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deduce what they might mean. However, the extent to which we can deduce icon 
functions on this basis is limited since many functions cannot be represented 
concretely while maintaining a good fit between icon and function (c.f. Figure 
1a and b). 

    
(a) heliport (b) slow 

processing  
(c) female (d) rinse 

    
(e) sound (f) loudspeaker 

connection 
(g) biohazard (h) electric trans-

mission 

Fig. 1. Examples of icons 

 (iii) Our familiarity with what is depicted in the icon appears to be one of the most 
important determinants of user performance and encapsulates any effects ob-
served for concreteness [21].  This is because even abstract icons can be under-
stood quickly and effectively if we are familiar with the icon. For example, our 
familiarity with the icon representing ‘female’ in Figure 1c allows us to identify 
it more quickly and effectively compared with the icon representing ‘slow proc-
essing’ (Figure 1b). Recently Forsythe, Mulhern & Sawey [28] also have shown 
that there is a correlation between ratings of icon familiarity and ratings of visual 
complexity because familiar icons are perceived as being simpler. 

Figure 2 summarises findings to date. Familiarity is an important determinant of 
user performance and encompasses the effects previously observed for concrete icons. 
Visual complexity also determines user performance via its role in visual search but is 
also correlated to some extent with icon familiarity since icons appear simpler as we 
become more familiar with them. 

2.2   Ratings of Aesthetic Appeal 

Visual complexity, representativeness (concreteness) and familiarity also affect rat-
ings of appeal  as follows:- 

   (i) Stimulus complexity has a significant influence on aesthetic appeal.  This holds 
true for pictures [15], abstract shapes [29] and websites [5, 30]. 

  (ii) Representational pictures (i.e. those which depict concrete objects) are preferred 
to abstract ones [31, 32].  

 (iii) Zajonc [33] and others have shown that even when we see objects only briefly, 
the appeal of these stimuli is increased relative to stimuli which have not previ-
ously been seen and this appeal grows as we grow more familiar with them [34]. 
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Fig. 2. Relationships between icon characteristics and performance 

Study 1 examined these remarkable parallels between the factors that determine 
performance and aesthetic appeal in more detail.  Ratings of aesthetic appeal were 
obtained for a large corpus of 239 icons for which subjective ratings of complexity, 
concreteness and familiarity had already been obtained (thus providing a measure of 
each of these icon characteristics, [19]). Forty participants1 were asked to rate the 
appeal of the icons on a 1-5 scale (1=really dislike, 5=really like).  Our expectation 
was that if appeal is truly related to performance we would expect that relationships 
between icon characteristics and performance would be the same as for user perform-
ance as in Figure 2 above.  

In accordance with previous findings, simple icons received higher appeal ratings 
than complex icons, concrete icons received higher ratings than abstract icons, and 
familiar icons were more appealing than unfamiliar icons. Regression analyses were 
carried out to examine predictive relationships between icon characteristics and ap-
peal in more detail. These analyses revealed that familiarity, concreteness and visual 
complexity predict aesthetic appeal in the same intricate manner as that observed for 
user performance in Figure 2 above. Firstly, familiarity was the primary predictor of 
aesthetic appeal. Secondly, although icon concreteness was a strong predictor of ap-
peal, it did not significantly predict variance in appeal once the effects of familiarity 
had been accounted for. Finally, visual complexity independently predicted signifi-
cant amounts of the variance observed in aesthetic appeal, but its role in determining 
appeal also overlapped to some extent with familiarity. 

3   Study 2: Is It Usable Because It Is Beautiful? 

Study 1 illustrated the complex nature of the symbiotic relationship between usability 
and appeal, expanding our knowledge from previous research which has suggested a 

                                                           
1 Participants in the studies reported here were undergraduate or graduate students at the uni-

versities of Swansea and Bournemouth. 
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general correlation between appeal and usability. However, it did not establish a 
causal link between appeal and user performance. In Study 2 we set out to examine 
whether or not there was a causal relationship and, if so, what form that might take. 

In this study the visual complexity and aesthetic appeal of icons was varied or-
thogonally. Four sets of icons were created: simple icons which were either appealing 
or non-appealing (see Figure 1, e and f) and complex icons which were either appeal-
ing or non-appealing (see Figure 1, g and h). In addition, all 4 sets were matched on 
the basis of other icon characteristics (i.e. concreteness and familiarity). Fifteen par-
ticipants were required to search for icons in an array in a task designed to mimic 
search for symbols on an interface such as finding icons in cluttered computer desktop 
displays or selecting icons in software packages (see Figure 3). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Example of display in visual search task 

On the basis of previous research, we might have expected search times to be op-
timal when icons are both simple and appealing (i.e. they have additive effects). 
However, it was equally possible that the effect of appeal could be contingent on 
visual complexity (i.e. the beneficial effect of appeal on performance would only be 
apparent either when icons were simple or when they were complex, not both). 

Figure 4 shows that, in accordance with previous research, search times were faster 
for simple icons. However, search times for appealing and non-appealing simple icons 
did not differ. In contrast, response times to appealing complex icons were signifi-
cantly faster than when they were not appealing.  Performance was therefore contin-
gent on the visual complexity of the icon. 

These findings are not entirely surprising given what we know of visual search. In 
visual search arrays, simple icons are more likely to ‘pop-out’ in a visual display, as 
they are easier to process (i.e., due to fewer features present in the stimulus). In this 
case any effect of aesthetic appeal is likely to be overridden by the ‘pop-out’ effect. In 
contrast, complex icons are less likely to ‘pop-out’ in a search array (i.e., due to 
greater number of visual features present in the stimulus). It is only in this case that 
aesthetic appeal has an effect on search performance, reducing search times for com-
plex icons with high aesthetic appeal.  

This study shows that aesthetic appeal directly affects user performance (i.e. it is us-
able because it is beautiful) but that it is a contingent, rather than a simple, relationship. 

OK 
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Simple icons are usable, irrespective of appeal, at least where tasks require visual 
search. Complex icons are less usable, but the effects of visual complexity can be ame-
liorated if the icon is appealing.  Again, this study serves to illustrate the need for a 
more detailed knowledge of the general relationships previously observed in order to 
be able to apply them effectively to interface design. 
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Fig. 4. The effect of visual complexity and aesthetic appeal on performance 

4   Study 3: Is It Beautiful Because It Is Usable? 

This study also illustrates the subtle factors affecting the relationship between user 
performance and appeal.  In contrast to Study 2, this study examined whether skills 
which are likely to affect usability affect our perceptions of their appeal, i.e. what is 
usable is beautiful. 

Recent research has shown that aesthetic preferences can be affected by our habit-
ual direction of reading, i.e. right-to-left for readers of Arabic and Hebrew or left-to-
right for readers of English and other European languages. Chokron & De Agostini 
[35] recently found that French, left-to-right, readers preferred pictures which had 
most of their content on the right while Israeli Hebrew, right-to-left, readers preferred 
pictures whose content was primarily on the left. Similar findings were reported by 
Heath et al [36] although they also found that preferences were dependent on the 
extent to which individuals read in only one language. The tendency to have a right-
ward bias in English readers diminished with exposure to Arabic. The aim of Study 3 
was to determine if (a) the directional bias in appeal for picture content in previous 
studies would be present when icon appeal was considered and (b) the influence of 
icon characteristics differed depending on the orthography which individuals habitu-
ally used.  Thirty six right-handed participants took part in this study; half the partici-
pants were right-to-left readers (Arabic) and the other half were left-to-right readers 
(English).  

Participants were presented with icons in pairs which were mirror-images of one 
another. One set of icons had a left-right emphasis and the other had a right-left em-
phasis. For example, Figure 1a shows a ‘heliport’ icon with right emphasis while 
Figure 1b shows a ‘slow processing’ icon with left emphasis. Each individual icon 
would be shown paired with its mirror-image (e.g. the ‘heliport’ icon flipped to the 
left). Participants were asked to state which one they preferred. Our findings are  
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illustrated in Figure 5. The pattern of results was similar to Heath et al.(2005). English 
readers significantly preferred icons with right emphasis in accordance with their 
reading direction. Arabic readers, however, did not show any significant preference 
for either left or right picture emphasis and this appears to have been the result of the 
fact that our participants were bilingual Arabic-English speakers and habitually read 
in both directions. These findings suggest that the influences on aesthetic preference 
for interfaces are very subtle. While this study could be taken as evidence of the idea 
that ‘what is usable is beautiful’, some important caveats need to be borne in mind 
when reaching conclusions. The first is that reading is a skill and is not a direct meas-
ure of usability – we have assumed that for English readers, icons with right emphasis 
are more usable but this needs to be demonstrated directly.  The second is that this 
paradigm emphasizes differences in appeal for stimuli which differ in left-right em-
phasis and  are therefore asymmetrical.  Many icons are symmetrical for good reason, 
since they are easier to process, represent man-made objects which are typically 
symmetrical, and are more likely to be found appealing [37, 38]. 
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Fig. 5. Frequency of preference for left and right emphasis pictures in Arabic and English 
readers 

5   Discussion 

5.1   Theoretical Explanations 

The current studies demonstrate that usability-aesthetics relationships operate in both 
a feed-forward and feed-backward manner, i.e. they are bi-directional. Is there a theo-
retical account which can bring these and other existing findings together? One possi-
bility is the perceptual fluency hypothesis which postulates the stimuli we have  
previously encountered are processed perceptually more effectively and quickly [39]. 
This perceptual fluency is subsequently (mis)attributed to greater liking. Recently 
Reber et al revised this account on the basis of cultural influences on taste and pro-
posed a processing fluency account [40]. This proposed that (i) stimuli differ in the 
fluency with which they can be processed (ii) fluency itself is hedonically marked (iii) 
processing fluency feeds into judgments of aesthetic appeal and (iv) that the impact of 
fluency is moderated by expectations and attributions based on experience. This cer-
tainly provides a dynamic, rather than static, explanation of aesthetic appeal and takes 
account of experience and task demands as well as stimulus characteristics. However, 
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it assumes that judgments of appeal follow performance, while our research suggests 
that this relationship is bi-directional. We therefore propose that, while Reber et al.’s 
unidirectional framework helps to bring together many of the disparate findings  
reported to date, our findings suggest that ratings of appeal emerge out of ongoing 
processing and that the timeline for ‘hedonic marking’ may reflect a bi-directional 
relationship between performance and appeal.  It is also important to take account of 
the possibility that under certain circumstances the close relationship between appeal 
and performance may break down. For example, where usability is paramount, appeal 
may not be so closely correlated with performance (e.g. in air traffic control displays 
task demands may determine the closeness of the relationship between usability and 
appeal). 

5.2   Practical Implications 

At a practical level our findings have a number of implications:- 

1. Our findings challenge both researchers and interface designers to take account of 
the strong links observed between user performance and appeal, and that icon char-
acteristics which users may not be consciously aware of, may influence the appeal 
of the interface and subsequent usability. 

2. The findings of Study 2 suggest that if complex icons are necessary, as in some 
cockpit displays for example, one way to mitigate the increased search time for 
complex icons is to maximize aesthetic appeal. 

3. Study 3 showed that users’ skills and habitual modes of processing, such as the 
directional in which they read, can influence perceptions of appeal.  This may be 
particularly important for website design. 
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